


1928, Adding purified DNA from one strand of bacterial to a second, slightly
different bacterial strand conferred heritable properties of the first strand.



The component of the
dead bacterial responsible
for transformation was
called the transforming
principal. It was purified
by developing a cell-free
system, in which extracts
of the dead S bacterial
could be added to the live
R strand before injection
into the animals. In 1944,
Avery and his colleagues
showed the isolated
transforming principal is
deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA).



Molecular Biology of the Cell.



The synthesis of proteins involves copying specific
regions of DNA (the gene) into RNA.

RNA retains all of the information of the DNA
sequence from which it was copied, as well as the
base-pairing properties of DNA.

Molecules of RNA are synthesized by a process
known as DNA transcription, which is similar to
DNA replication in that one of the two strands of
DNA acts as a template.



Central Dogma



1. The DNA replicates its information in a process that involves
many enzymes: replication.

2. The DNA codes for the production of messenger RNA (mRNA)
during transcription.

3. In eucaryotic cells, the mRNA is processed (essentially by
splicing) and migrates from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.

4. Messenger RNA carries coded information to ribosomes. The
ribosomes "read" this information and use it for protein synthesis.
This process is called translation.



The essential components of the transcriptional
apparatus are

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (trans),

the promoter,
the structural gene(s)                      (cis)
and the terminator.



Unlike DNA polymerase, the bacterial RNA
polymerase enzyme does not require a primer but
incorporates the first ribonucleoside triphosphate to
start the RNA chain. Thus all newly synthesized RNA
molecules have a 5’-triphosphate terminus. The
enzyme can be inhibited by several antibiotics of
which rifampicin and streptolidigin are the most
important in experimental studies on transcription.
Rifampicin inhibits initiation of transcription;
streptolidigin inhibits elongation.



RNAP was discovered independently by Sam Weiss
and Jerard Hurwitz in 1960.[1] By this time the 1959
Nobel Prize in Medicine had been awarded to Severo
Ochoa and Arthur Kornberg for the discovery of what
was believed to be RNAP[2], but instead turned out to
be a ribonuclease.The 2006 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
was awarded to Roger Kornberg for creating detailed
molecular images of RNA polymerase during various
stages of the transcription process.[3] Recent
investigations into the discovery of RNA Polymerase
have unearthed evidence suggesting that Dr. Gregory
Brown, a professor at McGill University, had infact
discovered RNA Polymerase up to 10 years before
Kornberg.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_polymerase



The E. coli RNA polymerase enzyme consists of two
parts, the sigma factor (Mr 95x 103), which is required
only for initiation, and the core enzyme (Mr 360 x 103).
The core enzyme consists of five subunits and has the
formula α2ββ’ ω. The β subunit contains binding sites
for both rifampicin and streptolidigin and is, therefore,
involved in both initiation and elongation. Both β and β'
subunits are involved in binding to DNA. The complete
holoenzyme (The complete enzyme including all
subunits. Often used in reference to RNA and DNA
polymerases) therefore has 6 subunits: α2ββ'σω
(~480 kDa). The structure of RNAP exhibits a groove
with a length of 55 Å (5.5 nm) and a diameter of 25 Å
(2.5 nm). This groove fits well the 20 Å (2 nm) double
strand of DNA. The 55 Å (5.5 nm) length can accept
16 nucleotides.



These are the different views of the core RNA
polymerase molecules as they observed on the
surface of a lipid bilayer tube.







These are most readily seen from some actual, data.
The core enzyme alone binds to approximately 1300
sites in phage 17 DNA with binding constants (mol-I)
of around 2 x 1011. The core enzyme plus sigma
factor binds to two classes of sites: there are
approximately 1300 sites with binding constants in
the range 108 to 109 and 8 sites with binding
constants between 1012 and 1014.

The sigma factor is an allosteric effector of the
enzyme that makes it recognize the promoters. It has
two effects on the affinity of the enzyme for sites in
DNA. In order to bind promoter-specific regions, the
core enzyme requires another subunit, sigma (σ). The
sigma factor greatly reduces the affinity of RNAP for
nonspecific DNA while increasing specificity for
certain promoter regions, depending on the sigma
factor.







Following binding to a recognition site the polymerase is
registered for the initiation of transcription and unwinds
the DNA double helix through 240 degree to separate
the transcribing and non-transcribing strands. It is the
formation of this 'open promoter' complex that is
inhibited by rifampicin.

Kinetic studies on RNA polymerase established two
different nucleoside triphosphate binding sites. The
initiation site will bind only ATP or GTP, does not
require Mg++ and has a relatively low affinity for
triphosphates. In contrast, the elongation site will bind
all four NTPs, requires Mg++ and has a high affinity for
the triphosphates
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An electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), also referred as a gel
shift assay, gel mobility shift assay, band shift assay, or gel retardation
assay, is a common technique used to study protein-DNA or protein-
RNA interactions. This procedure can determine if a protein or mixture of
proteins is capable of binding to a given DNA or RNA sequence, and can
sometimes indicate if more than one protein molecule is involved in the
binding complex. Gel shift assays are often performed in vitro
concurrently with DNase footprinting, primer extension, and promoter-
probe experiments when studying transcription initiation, DNA
replication, DNA repair or RNA processing and maturation.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Conventionally, the first base pair to be transcribed is
numbered +1 and consecutive base pairs are
numbered +2, +3, etc. The pair before + 1 is
numbered - 1 and the preceding pairs are numbered'
:- 2, - 3, etc. From analysis of known promoter
sequences, the regions of DNA protected by bound
RNA polymerase from DNAase attack and by studies
on the effects of promoter mutations, several
generalizations can be made about E. coli promoters
(Pribnow 1979, Siebeniist et al. 1980, Travers et al.
1981).



The arrangement and, functions of different promoter
regions are, summarized here., The first sequence to
be recognized was a heptamer centered around
position - 9 (more rarely -10) and called the Pribnow
box. This is now recognized as a site for strong
binding of the core enzyme (Rc). A second region
around position - 35 (often referred to as 'the - 35
region') is the site for strong interactions with the
sigma factor (Rσ).



The current generalizations (following Pribnow 1979) about
other promoters are as follows. A consensus sequence for the
- 35 (Rσ) region is TGTTGACAATTT (in this and the following
the non-transcrihing strand is shown in the conventional 5'-3'
direction). If different promoters are compared they tend to
conform to the consensus more in the first half of this
sequence than the second. The Trp promoter (below) is an
example of a promoter very close to the consensus in this
region. There then follows a non-specific region which shows
little homology between different promoters. This region varies
from 12 to 14 base pairs (13 in the case of Trp). The
consensus sequence for the Pribnow box (Rc) is TATPuATPu.
Another non-specific sequence of five or six base pairs (six in
the case of Trp) separates this from the initiation pair (I) which
invariably has a purine in the non-transcribing strand.



The affinity of RNA polymerase for different promoters
varies (quite apart from the regulatory devices
described in the following sections). Promoters for
which the enzyme has a very high affinity are referred
to as 'strong promoters'. The 'strength' of promoters is
undoubtedly used as- a device for achieving different
levels of maximal expression of different operons.
These differences can be visualized directly by
electron microscopy of newly transcribed RNA.



Terminators
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A DNA sequence at which transcription terminates is
called a terminator. Terminators are preceded by
palindromes that, following transcription, result in a
stem and loop structure in the RNA transcripts.
Certain terminators are recognized by RNA
polymerase in the presence of a protein termination
factor rho, a tetramer of subunit Mr 50.000 (b).





Other terminators are rho-independent (a); a third
class are recognized weakly without rho but the
efficiency of termination is enhanced by rho. In
general, rho-independent terminators have a sequence
of U-residues at their 3'-termini; rho-dependent ones
do not necessarily have this feature and their stems
can be shorter.





CONTROL OF TRANSCRIPTION

The regulation of transcription constitutes the major
method for the control of gene, expression in bacteria.

Coarse control of transcription is achieved by
modulating the activity of RNA polymerase. 'Coarse
control' refers to the switching between major families of
operons, e.g. the changes in transcription associated
with cytodifferentiation (such as the formation of spores
by bacillus bacterials).



The lac operon. In the absence of lactose, the
repressor protein encoded by the I gene binds to the
lac operator and prevents transcription. Binding of
lactose (and its relatives) to the repressor causes it
to leave the operator. This enables RNA polymerase
to transcribe the three structural genes of the
operon. The single mRNA molecule that results is
then translated into the three proteins.



**Modification of sigma co-factor:
There are several examples of the modification of the
sigma factor to change the affinity of RNA
polymerase for large groups of promoters. Bacillus
subtilis is a spore-forming bacterium. During
sporulation, several vegetative genes are shut off.
This is achieved by a progressive inactivation of
sigma with the consequence that weak vegetative
promoters are not used. Bacteriophage infection may
cause modifications to the polymerase. Typically this
is used as a device for delaying the expression of the
'late genes' of the phage (i.e. those genes whose'
products are required late in the infectious cycle but
not in the early stages). E. coli phage T4 produces
proteins that result in adenylation (substitution of
AMP groups) in the subunits and alters the promoter
specificity to allow expression of later genes.



Examples of transcriptional fine control mechanisms
reflect responses to changes in substrate availability
or requirements for biosynthesis of metabolites.
There are theoretically two kinds of control circuit:,
'classical' (in which case the regulatory protein is the
product of a constitutive gene not under the control of
the controlled operon) and 'autogenous' (in which
case synthesis of the regulatory protein is so
controlled). Applications of systems analysis lead to
the conclusions that: (1) activator systems are likely
to be common in cases where there is likely to be a
high demand for expression of an operon; (2)
autogenous control leads to unstable or
unsatisfactory networks in activator-mediated' control
but confers advantages on repressor-mediated
control.



(a) An inducible repressor
controlled operon;

(b) a repressible repressor-
controlled operon;

(c) an inducible activator-
controlled operon;

(d) a repressible activator-
controlled operon.

(e) An example of an
autogenously controlled
operon with a repressor.



Autogenous regulation in the Hut operon;
repression by urocanate (the co-repressor). The
two transcriptional units contain genes (H, U, I and
G) for enzymes for the four metabolic steps, (1)-
(4), in the conversion of histidine to glutamate and
formamamide. Urocanate is the product of step (1).



The most familiar example of an activator is the CAP
protein (catabolite activator protein).

http://biology-pages.info



The catabolite effect is mediated by the protein CAP (a
dimer of subunit Mr 22.3 x 103). CAP consists of two
identical polypeptides (hence it is a homodimer).
Toward the C-terminal, each has two regions of alpha
helix with a sharp bend between them. The longer of
these is called the recognition helix because it is
responsible for recognizing and binding to a particular
sequence of bases in DNA.

http://biology-pages.info



The recognition helices of each polypeptide of CAP are, of course,
identical. But their orientation in the dimer is such that the
sequence of bases they recognize must run in the opposite
direction for each recognition helix to bind properly. This
arrangement of two identical sequences of base pairs running in
opposite directions is called an inverted repeat.

http://biology-pages.info



As more and more DNA-regulating proteins have been
discovered, many turn out to share the traits we find in CAP:

･They usually contain two subunits. Therefore, they are
dimers.

･They recognize and bind to DNA sequences with inverted
repeats.

･In bacteria, recognition and binding to a particular sequence
of DNA is accomplished by a segment of alpha helix. Hence
these proteins are often described as helix-turn-helix proteins.





CAP is an activator and cyclic AMP (cAMP) is an
inducer. AMP is synthesised from ATP by
adenylate cyclase which is located at the cell
membranes.

cAMP is a second messenger,
used for intracellular signal
transduction, such as transferring
the effects of hormones like
glucagon and adrenaline, which
cannot get through the cell
membrane. Its main purpose is the
activation of protein kinases; it is
also used to regulate the passage
of Ca2+ through ion channels.



Very many catabolic operons in E. coli are subject to
the catabolite effect and thus require a high
concentration of cyclic AMP (found during an absence
of glucose) for expression, or at least for full
expression. The regulation due to the catabolite effect
is usually overlayed by operator-repressor control.
The DNA sequence to which CAP binds is called the
CAP site and it shows twofold rotational ('palindromic')
symmetry. CAP sites lie within the promoter around
position -60.



Role of cAMP in bacteria
In bacteria, the level of cAMP varies depending on
the medium used for growth. In particular, cAMP is
low when glucose is the carbon source. This occurs
through inhibition of the cAMP-producing enzyme,
adenylate cyclase, as a side effect of glucose
transport into the cell. The transcription factor CRP
(cAMP receptor protein) also called: CAP (Catabolite
gene Activator Protein) forms a complex with cAMP
and thereby is activated to bind to DNA. CRP-cAMP
increases expression of a large number of genes,
including some encoding enzymes that can supply
energy independent of glucose.



The mode of action of CAP is believed to be to stabilize
the RNA polymerase-DNA recognition complex



An example of cAMP's function is the positive
regulation of the lac operon. In an environment of a
low glucose concentration, cAMP accumulates and
binds to the allosteric site on CRP, a transcription
activator protein. The protein assumes its active
shape and binds to a specific site beside the lac
promoter, making it easier for RNA polymerase to
bind to the adjacent promoter to start transcription of
the lac operon, increasing the rate of lac operon
transcription. With a high glucose concentration, the
cAMP concentration decreases, and the CRP
disengages from the lac operon.



Operators and repressors
The operator is the DNA sequence to which the
repressor binds. The operator-repressor system
constitutes fine control of transcription and is specific
to the operon in question. From the sequences that
have been determined, the operator is a region of
palindromic symmetry and the repressor is an
oligomeric protein (normally a tetramer). Repressors
are DNA binding proteins with a high affinity for the
specific operator sequences. As an example, the
repressor for the Lac operon forms its complex with
the operator with an equilibrium constant of 10-13 which
is more than an order of magnitude less than for its
non-specific binding to DNA.



Operator sequences may be separate sites
between the promoter and the initiation codon for
the first cistron; in these cases the operator is
transcribed when the operon is induced.
Alternatively, the operator may overlap with
promoter sequences so that repressor competes
for binding with either CAP or RNA polymerase.



lac operon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/



The lac operon is an operon required for the
transport and metabolism of lactose in Escherichia
coli and some other enteric bacteria. It consists of
three adjacent structural genes, a promoter, a
terminator, and an operator. The lac operon is
regulated by several factors including the availability
of glucose and of lactose. Gene regulation of the lac
operon was the first genetic regulatory mechanism
to be elucidated and is often used as the canonical
example of prokaryotic gene regulation.



The lac operon consists of three structural genes, a
promoter, a terminator, and an operator. The three
structural genes are:: lacZ, lacY, and lacA.
lacZ encodes β-galactosidase (LacZ), an intracellular
enzyme that cleaves the disaccharide lactose into
glucose and galactose.
lacY encodes β-galactoside permease (LacY), a
membrane bound transport protein that pumps lactose
into the cell.
lacA encodes β-galactoside transacetylase (LacA), an
enzyme that transfers an acetyl group from acetyl-CoA
to β-galactosides.
Only lacZ and lacY appear to be necessary for lactose
catabolism.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/



Specific control of the lac genes depends on the
availability of the substrate lactose to the bacterium.
The proteins are not produced by the bacterium when
lactose is unavailable as a carbon source. The lac
genes are organized into an operon; that is, they are
oriented in the same direction immediately adjacent
on the chromosome and are co-transcribed into a
single polycistronic mRNA molecule. Transcription of
all genes starts with the binding of the enzyme RNA
polymerase (RNAP), a DNA-binding protein, to a
specific DNA binding site immediately upstream of the
genes, the promoter. From this position RNAP
proceeds to transcribe all three genes (lacZYA) into
mRNA.



The regulatory response to lactose requires an
intracellular regulatory protein called the lactose
repressor. The lacI gene encoding repressor lies
nearby the lac operon and is always expressed
(constitutive). If lactose is missing from the growth
medium, the repressor binds very tightly to a short
DNA sequence just downstream of the promoter near
the beginning of lacZ called the lac operator.
Repressor bound to the operator interferes with
binding of RNAP to the promoter, and therefore
mRNA encoding LacZ and LacY is only made at very
low levels. When cells are grown in the presence of
lactose, a lactose metabolite called allolactose binds
to the repressor, causing a change in its shape. Thus
altered, the repressor is unable to bind to the operator,
allowing RNAP to transcribe the lac genes and
thereby leading to high levels of the encoded proteins.



lac operon http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Termination of transcription
can, in principle, constitute a
regulatory device. If a
transcript covers, for example,
the first cistrons of an operon
followed by a rho-dependent
termination sequence,
transcription of a fourth and
subsequent cistrons could
effected by the removal or
inactivation of the rho factor.



Attenuation, a special case of the regulation of gene
expression by termination, occurs in certain amino acid
biosynthetic operons. It was first discovered in the Trp
operon and has also been discovered in the Phe, His and
Thr operons. The leader sequence has a coding capacity
for a short polypeptide, 'the leader peptide'. The peptide
includes a large proportion of residues of the amino acid
whose biosynthesis is determined by the expression of the
operon. Thus in the case of the Thr operon 8 of the 21
residues are threonine and a further 4 are the
biosynthetically related amino acid, isoleucine.



The leader peptides themselves have no functions as
proteins but their biosynthesis is regulatory. The
sequence at the 3'-end of the leader is capable of
forming one of two alternative secondary structures.
These two alternatives are mutually exclusive
because the sequences I and 2 have residues, in
common.



(b) Under conditions of excess tryptophan,
ribosomes (dashed circles) cover X and X'/1 to allow
pairing of 2 and 2'. Termination occurs (T) and
expression of the operon is attenuated.



(c) In the absence of tryptophan the ribosome is held
in the early part of the leader peptide template, 1 and
1' pair up, preventing the formation of the terminator
structure.

(d) During starvation of all amino acids, ribosomes
are unable even to initiate translation of the leader
peptide.
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Heat shock responses:
Cells (prokaryotes) respond to heat shock by
switching on the expression of a group of genes.

These genes encode protein, enzymes which help
the cell survive the consequence of heat shock.

Heat-shock responsive genes have specific
sequences in their promoters which replace the
common -35 and -10 regions:

http://homepages.strath.ac.uk/%7Edfs97113/BB310



Production of high levels of heat shock proteins can
also be triggered by exposure to different kinds of
environmental stress conditions, such as infection,
inflammation, exposure of the cell to toxins (ethanol,
arsenic, trace metals and ultraviolet light, among
many others), starvation, hypoxia (oxygen
deprivation), nitrogen deficiency (in plants), or water
deprivation. Consequently, the heat shock proteins
are also referred to as stress proteins and their up-
regulation is sometimes described more generally as
part of the stress response.



Heat shock proteins are molecular chaperones for
protein molecules. They are usually cytoplasmic
proteins and they perform functions in various intra-
cellular processes.
They play an important role in protein-protein
interactions such as folding and assisting in the
establishment of proper protein conformation (shape)
and prevention of unwanted protein aggregation.
By helping to stabilize partially unfolded proteins,
HSPs aid in transporting proteins across membranes
within the cell.



These promoters are recognized by σ32

σ32 is encoded by the rpoH gene.

The mRNA is stabilized by heat-shock leading to
increased translation.

More σ32 means more transcription from heat-shock
promoters.

http://homepages.strath.ac.uk/%7Edfs97113/BB310



σ 70 is the common one.

σ32 (heat shock promoters).

σ factor disassociates after 10
nucleotides.



More than any other aspect of biochemistry or
molecular biology, genetic transcription highlights the
fundamental differences of macromolecular synthesis
between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Early studies
raised several problems of eukaryotic transcription to
the surface and solutions to these have now been
found. In particular, means have been found to
separate the multiple forms of RNA polymerase
reproducibly and in high yield; plausible explanations
have been found for the extreme length of RNA
transcripts in higher organisms; it has proved possible
to clone single eukaryotic genes in bacteria and thus
aid the interpretation of experiments conducted on
transcription in vitro.



Unlike the bacterial counterparts, eukaryotic genes
are essentially monocistronic and there is no
substantial evidence that operator genes, repressor
proteins or a cyclic-AMP-binding protein (CAP) are
present in higher organisms.

Eukaryotic RNA polymerases have no subunit
equivalent to the bacterial sigma factor and neither
have transcription terminators, akin to rho factor, been
found in higher organisms.











RNA polymerases



In eukaryotes three different enzymes of RNA
polymerases exist which are active on different sets of
genes and can be distinguished on the basis of their
different sensitivities to the fungal toxin alpha-amanitin.
All the genes that code for proteins, as well as those
encoding some of the small nuclear RNAs involved in
splicing, are transcribed by RNA polymerase II. RNA
polymerase I which transcribes the genes encoding the
28S, 18S and 5.8S ribosomal RNAs and with RNA
polymerase III which transcribes the transfer RNA and
5S ribosomal RNA genes.

Alpha-amanitin is a cyclic nonribosomal
peptide of eight amino acids. It is possibly the
most deadly of all the amatoxins, toxins
found in several members of the Amanita
genus of mushrooms.



alpha-Amanitin is an inhibitor of RNA polymerase II, it
interacts with the bridge helix in the RNA polymerase
II (pol II). This interaction interferes with the
translocation of RNA and DNA needed to empty the
site for the next round of RNA synthesis.



All three RNA polymerases are large multi-subunit
enzymes, RNA polymerase II for example having 10-14
subunits with sizes ranging from 220 to 10 kilo-daltons,
which interact with one another to form a highly complex
multimeric molecule. Interestingly, the cloning of the
genes encoding the largest subunits of each of the three
polymerases has revealed that they show homology to
one another. Similarly chemical labeling experiments
have indicated that the second largest subunit of each
polymerase contains the active site of the enzyme while
at least three smaller, non-catalytic subunits are shared
by the three yeast polymerases. Such relationships
evidently indicate a basic functional similarity between
the three eukaryotic RNA polymerases and may also be
indicative of a common evolutionary origin.



Stages in the formation of the stable
transcriptional complex. The initial
binding of the transcription factor (A)
and the assembly factor (B) results in a
metastable complex which can be
dissociated by low levels of detergent
or competing DNA. Following RNA
polymerase binding, however, a stable
complex is formed. This complex
cannot be dissociated by low levels of
detergent or competing DNA, is stable
through multiple rounds of transcription
and retains activity if the assembly
factor (B) is removed.



RNA pol I:

Comparison of ribosomal RNA gene
transcription in Acanthamoeba and
vertebrates. In vertebrates, transcription
requires both the TIF-l homologue SL1
and an additional assembly factor UBF
whose prior binding is necessary for
subsequent binding of SL1.



RNA pol III:

Class I- 5S

Three independent transcription factors are
needed, TFIIIA, TFIIIB and TFIIIC. Although
both TFIIIA and TFIIIC exhibit the ability to
bind to 5S DNA in a sequence specific
manner, TFIIIB like SL1 cannot do so unless
TFIIIC has already bound. Once the complex
of all these factors has formed and the RNA
polymerase has bound, TFIIIA and TFIIIC can
be removed and transcription continues with
only TFIIIB and the polymerase bound to the
DNA. Hence like UBF, TFIIIA and TFIIIC are
assembly factors which are required for the
binding of the transcription factor TFIIIB. In
turn, bound TFIIIB is recognized by the
polymerase itself and transcription begins.



Class II - tRNA
Although the transcription of the class II RNA polymerase III
transcription units, such as those encoding the tRNAs, is similar
to that described for the 5S RNA genes, TFIIIA is not required.
Rather transcription is dependent only upon TFIIIB and TFIIIC
with binding of TFIIIC being sufficient for subsequent binding of
TFIIIB and the polymerase.

Class III- U6, 7SK, 7SL
Similarly, the class III RNA polymerase III transcription units,
which have a TATA box in the promoter that resembles that
found in RNA polymerase II promoters also require TFIIIB for
transcription together with other accessory fcators.

RNA pol III:



RNA pol II:

Stepwise assembly of the RNA
polymerase II basal
transcriptional complex.

TFIID: TATA box binding.
TFIIB: RNA P binding activity
TFIIH: DNA helicase activity



The kinase activity of TFIIH, which
allows it to phosphorylate other
proteins, phosphorylates the C-
terminal domain of RNA
polymerase. This converts it from
the non-phosphorylated form which
joins the complex to the
phosphorylated form which is
capable of transcriptional elongation
to produce the RNA product. Hence
TFIIH, via its kinase and helicase
activities, plays a critical role in
allowing the basal transcriptional
complex to initiate transcription.
Moreover, TFIIH also plays a critical
role in the repair of damaged DNA,
providing a possible link between
the processes of DNA repair and
transcription .



Transcription
activators can
stimulate both the
binding of TFIIB and
TFIID and enhance
their activity by
altering their
conformation.



METHODS used in transcription factor studies

**
An electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA),
can be used therefore to identify proteins which
can bind to a particular DNA sequence in
extracts prepared from specific cell types.



The DNA mobility shift assay is carried
out therefore by first radioactively
labeling the specific DNA sequence
whose protein binding properties are
being investigated. The labelled DNA
is then incubated with a nuclear or
whole cell extract of cells prepared in
such a way as to contain the DNA
binding proteins. The complexes are
then electrophoresed on a non-
denaturing polyacrylamide gel and the
position of the radioactive DNA
visualized by autoradiography. If no
protein has bound to the DNA, all the
radioactive label will be at the bottom
of the gel, whereas if a protein-DNA
complex has formed, radioactive DNA
to which the protein has bound will
migrate more slowly and hence will be
visualized near the top of the gel.





The DNA mobility shift assay can
also be used to investigate the
precise sequence specificity of
this binding. This can be done by
including in the binding reaction a
large excess of a second DNA
sequence which has not been
labelled. If this DNA sequence
can also bind the protein bound
by the labelled DNA, it will do so.
Moreover, binding to the
unlabelled DNA will predominate
since it is present in large excess.
Hence the retarded band will not
appear in the presence of the
unlabelled competitor since only
protein-DNA complexes
containing labelled DNA are
visualized on autoradiography.



In this assay, DNA and protein are
mixed as before, the DNA being
labelled however, only at the end of
one strand of the double-stranded
molecule. Following binding, the DNA
is treated with a small amount of the
enzyme deoxyribonuclease I (DNAse
l) which will digest DNA. The digestion
conditions are chosen, however, so
that each molecule of DNA will be cut
once or a very few times by the
enzyme. Following digestion, the
bound protein is removed and the
DNA fragments separated by
electrophoresis on a polyacrylamide
gel capable of resolving DNA
fragments differing in size by only one
base. This will be visualized on
electrophoresis as a blank area on the
gel lacking labelled fragments and is
referred to as the footprint of the
protein.



The footprinting technique
therefore allows a
visualization of the
interaction of a particular
factor with a specific
piece of DNA. By using a
sufficiently large piece of
DNA, the binding of
different proteins to
different DNA sequences
within the same fragment
can be assessed.



Method for purifying and
cloning transcription
factors





If a particular transcription factor has been purified, it is
possible to obtain portions of its amino acid sequence. In
turn, such sequences can be used to predict
oligonucleotides containing DNA sequences capable of
encoding these protein fragments. Due to the redundancy
of the genetic code, whereby several different DNA codons
can encode a particular amino acid, there will be multiple
different oligonucleotides capable of encoding a particular
amino acid sequence. All these possible oligonucleotides
are synthesized chemically, made radioactive and used to
screen a cDNA library prepared from mRNA isolated from
a cell type expressing the factor. Hence such a clone can
be readily identified in the cDNA library.
It has therefore been widely used to isolate cDNA clones
corresponding to purified factors such as Sp, NF1 and the
serum response factor.







Isolation of cDNA
clones for the
C/EBP
transcription
factor by
screening an
expression library
with a DNA probe
containing the
binding site for
the factor.



 Regulation roles of promoters

Owing to the binding of transcription
factors to DNA motif, gene regulation (
up or down ) is made possible.

The more we recognize transcription
factors (TF) and their binding sites
(TFBS), the more we understand the
gene regulation network.

 THE CELL, http://www.garlandscience.com/textbooks/0815332181.asp



Promoter:
In prokaryotes, such sequences are found immediately
upstream of the start site of transcription and form part of the
promoter directing expression of the genes. Sequences found at
this position include both elements found in all genes which are
involved in the basic process of transcription itself and those
found in a more limited number of genes which mediate their
response to a particular signal.
Early studies of cloned eukaryotic genes, therefore,
concentrated on the region immediately upstream of the
transcribed region where, by analogy, sequences involved in
transcription and its regulation should be located. Putative
regulatory sequences were identified by comparison between
different genes and the conclusions reached in this way
confirmed either by destroying these sequences by deletion or
mutation.





In a number of cases, it has been shown
that a particular transcription factor pre-
exists in an inactive form prior to its
activation and the consequent switching on
of the genes that depend on it for their
activity.

This induction can be achieved in the
presence of the protein synthesis inhibitor
cycloheximide.

The activation of pre-existing transcription
factors is predominantly used to modulate
transcription factors involved in controlling
inducible rather than cell type-specific gene
expression.



Regulation by protein-ligand binding



Regulation by protein-protein interaction

Inhibition of transcription factor activity by protein-
protein interaction



Regulation by protein modification

Transcription factor modification by phosphorylation
on serine/threonine residues or via the modificationof
lysine residues either by acetylation or by addition of
the small protein ubiquitin.

Binding of interferon to
its receptor results in
activation of an
associated tyrosine
kinase activity leading to
the phosporylation of a
STAT transcription factor
allowing it to dimerize
and move to the nucleus.



Either acetylation of NFkB or phosphorylation
of IkB can inhibit the NFkb/IkB interaction

The ability of CBP/p300 to
bind to different
transcription factors is
affected by the methylation
CBP/p300 which blocks
binding to the CREB factor
while not affecting binding
to the NR receptors.



Modification by addition of ubiquitin or SUMO-1 appears to be
widespread among transcription factors. Interestingly, modification of
a specific lysine residue in IKB by addition of SUMO-I has been
shown to prevent the addition of ubiquitin and thereby protect IKB
from degradation. Different modifications of the same residue may
produce opposite effects on transcription factor activity, providing a
further mechanism for regulating such activity. As lysine residues are
the target for acetylation as well as for addition of ubiquitin or SUMO-
1, several different modification enzymes may compete to modify a
specific lysine amino acid in a transcription factor with different
consequences for its functional activity



Ubiquitin is a highly conserved small regulatory protein that is
ubiquitous in eukaryotes. Ubiquitination (or Ubiquitylation) refers
to the post-translational modification of a protein by the covalent
attachment (via an isopeptide bond) of one or more ubiquitin
monomers. The most prominent function of Ubiquitin is labeling
proteins for proteasomal degradation.

The Small Ubiquitin-like Modifiers (SUMO-1,
SUMO-2 and SUMO-3) belong to a family of
ubiquitin-like proteins which are covalently
attached to, and removed from specific protein
substrates. Unlike ubiquitination which
generally targets proteins for degradation,
modification with SUMO-1, the most heavily
researched of the SUMO proteins, appears to
influence sub-cellular partitioning and protein
stability, while protein modification by SUMO-
2/-3 appears to be stress related and is of as
yet unknown consequence.



Regulation of transcription factor synthesis

Transcription factors play a central role in a number
of biological processes, producing, for example the
induction of specific genes in response to particular
stimuli, as well as controlling the cell type-specific or
developmentally regulated expression of other genes.

Regulating the synthesis of transcription factors such
that they are only made when the genes that they
regulate are to be activated is an obvious mechanism
of ensuring that specific genes become activated only
at the appropriate time and place. This mechanism is
widely used therefore, particularly for transcription
factors that regulate the expression of cell type-
specific or developmentally regulated genes.



Transcription associated
accessory factors



Transcription
activators can
stimulate both the
binding of TFIIB and
TFIID and enhance
their activity by
altering their
conformation.



Novel transcription factors are increasingly being cloned on
the basis of their relationship to previously characterized
factors. In an early example of this approach scientists
identified short amino acid sequences which were highly
conserved in the known members of the POD family of
transcription factors. They then prepared degenerate
oligonucleotides which contained all the possible DNA
sequences able to encode these sequences. Two of these
degenerate oligonucleotides were then used in a polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) to amplify cDNA prepared from the
mRNA of different tissues.



Domain mapping and
swapping experiments for
identification of transcription
factor functional regions





Contacts between DNA and the Antp/Bcd homeodoamins



Activation domains in Transcription Factors
It has confirmed the modular nature of transcription factors with distinct
domains mediating DNA binding and transcriptional activation. Thus, in
the case of the yeast factor GCN4 two distinct regions, each of sixty
amino acids, have been identified which mediate respectively DNA
binding and transcriptional activation. Similarly, domain swap
experiments have identified two regions of the glucocorticoid receptor,
one at the N terminus of the molecule and the other near the C
terminus which can independently mediate gene activation when linked
to the DNA binding domain of another transcription factor and both of
these are distinct from the DNA binding domain of the molecule.

Interestingly, the C terminal
activation domain is located close to
the hormone binding domain of the
receptor and can mediate the
activation of transcription only
following hormone addition.



Common features of activation domains:

Acidic domains

Glutamine-rich domains

Proline-rich domains

*Charge

*Hydrophobicity



An acidic activation domain (A) can stimulate transcription
when bound to DNA in the promoter (P) close to the
transcriptional start site or when bound at a distant enhancer
(E). In contrast, a proline-rich domain (P) stimulates only
weakly from an enhancer position and a glutamine-rich
domain (Q) does not stimulate at all from this position.

Functional relationship of
the different activation
domains



Although the majority of transcription factors that
have so far been described act in a positive
manner, a number of cases have now been
reported in which a transcription factor exerts an
inhibitory effect on transcription initiation. This
effect can occur by indirect repression, in which
the repressor interferes with the action of an
activating factor so preventing it stimulating
transcription. Alternatively, it can occur via direct
repression in which the factor reduces the activity
of the basal transcriptional complex

Transcription repressors:



Potential
mechanisms
for gene
expression
repression



Binding sites:

GRE  RGRACANNNTGTYCY

nGRE    ATYACANNNTGATCW

The sequence difference causes the
receptor/hormone complex to bind to
the nGRE in a configuration in which
its activation domain cannot interact
with other transcription factors to
activate transcription as occurs
following binding to the positive
element. In agreement with this idea,
the glucocorticoid receptor has been
shown to bind to the nGRE in the
POMC gene as a trimer rather than
the dimer form which binds to the GRE
and stimulates transcription.

 Hence, it is likely that receptor bound
at the negative element prevents
binding of a transcriptional activator to
the CRE and thereby inhibits gene
expression.



http://transfac.gbf.de/



http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.html#transfac

The most abundant database
collecting the information
associated with TF and TFBS
motif in DNA.



The unique features of eukaryotic genes, however, are
their intrinsic complexity and their arrangement.
First, genes are often separated by spacer regions of
DNA which mayor may not be transcribed.
Second, the genes necessary for the control of a given
biochemical process may be located on different diploid
chromosomes and hence gene activity must be highly
coordinated.
Third, and critically important, eukaryotic genes are
complex and contain intervening sequences of DNA
which are transcribed, but whose transcription products
are excised during the maturation or modification of the
initial RNA transcript. On the suggestion of Gilbert
(1978), the coding regions of eukaryotic genes are
called exons while the regions which interrupt the coding
exons are called introns (short for intervening
sequences).





5’-capping

3’-polyA

Exon splicing



The 5' cap is a specially altered nucleotide end to
the 5' end of precursor messenger RNA as found in
eukaryotes. The process of 5' capping is vital to
creating mature messenger RNA which is then able
to undergo translation. Capping ensures the
messenger RNA's stability while it undergoes
translation in the process of protein synthesis, and
is a highly regulated process which occurs in the
nucleus.

The 5' cap is found on the 5' end of
an mRNA molecule and consists of
a guanine nucleotide connected to
the mRNA via an unusual 5' to 5'
triphosphate linkage. This
guanosine is methylated on the 7
position directly after capping in vivo
by a methyl transferase. It is
referred to as a 7-methylguanosine
cap, abbreviated m7G.



The 5' cap has 4 main functions:
Regulation of nuclear export.
Prevention of degradation by exonucleases.
Promotion of translation.
Promotion of 5' proximal intron excision.

Capping process:
The starting point is the unaltered 5' end of an RNA molecule. This
features a final nucleotide followed by three phosphate groups
attached to the 5' carbon.
1. One of the terminal phosphate groups is removed (by a
phosphatase), leaving two terminal phosphates.
2. GTP is added to the terminal phosphates (by a guanylyl
transferase), losing two phosphate groups (from the GTP) in the
process. This results in the 5' to 5' triphosophate linkage.
3. The guanine is methylated (by a methyl transferase).
4. Other methyltransferases are optionally used to carry out
methylation of 5' proximal nucleotides.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5'_cap



Polyadenylation is the covalent linkage of a poly(A)
tail to a messenger RNA (mRNA) molecule. It is part
of the route to producing mature messenger RNA for
translation, in the larger process of protein synthesis to
produce proteins. In eukaryotic organisms, most messenger
RNA molecules end with a poly-A stretch at their 3' ends. The
polyadenosine (poly-A) tail protects the mRNA molecule from
exonucleases and is important for transcription termination, for
export of the mRNA from the nucleus, and for translation.

Polyadenylation occurs after transcription of DNA into RNA in
the nucleus. After the polyadenylation signal has been
transcribed, the mRNA chain is cleaved through the action of
an endonuclease complex associated with RNA polymerase.
The cleavage site is characterized by the presence of the base
sequence AAUAAA near the cleavage site. After the mRNA
has been cleaved, 50 to 250 adenosine residues are added to
the free 3' end at the cleavage site. This reaction is catalyzed
by polyadenylate polymerase.



Polyadenylation process
1. Cleavage and Polyadenylation Specificity Factor
(CPSF) and Cleavage Stimulation Factor (CstF), start
bound to the rear of the advancing RNA polymerase II.
2. As the RNA polymerase II advances over the
adenylation signal sequences CPSF and CstF transfer
to the new pre-mRNA, CPSF binding to the AAUAAA
sequence, and CstF to the GU or U rich sequence
following it.
3. CPSF and CstF promote cleavage approximately 35
nucleotides after the end of the AAUAAA sequence.
Immediately Polyadenylate Polymerase (PAP) starts
writing the polyadenosine tail. Cleavage will not occur
unless PAP is bound to the complex, eliminating the
possibility of premature cleavage.
4. CPSF dissociates, and polyadenylation by PAP
continues to write an adenosine tail of approximately
100 to 250 nucleotides, depending on the organism.
PABPN1 acts as some kind of molecular ruler,
specifying when polyadenylation should stop.
5. PAP dissociates, and PABPN1 remains bound. It is
thought this, along with the 5' cap, helps target the
mRNA for nuclear export.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyadenylation





Splicing

In genetics, splicing is a modification of genetic information
after transcription, in which introns of precursor messenger
RNA (pre-mRNA) are removed and exons of it are joined.
Since in prokaryotic genomes introns do not exist, splicing
naturally only occurs in eukaryotes. The splicing prepares
the pre-mRNA to produce the mature messenger RNA
(mRNA), which then undergoes translation as part of the
protein synthesis to produce proteins. Splicing includes a
series of biochemical reactions, which are catalyzed by the
spliceosome, a complex of small nuclear ribonucleo-
proteins (snRNPs).



The spliceosome is a complex of RNA and protein
subunits that removes non-coding intervening
sequences (introns) from precursor mRNA, a process
generally referred to as splicing. The spliceosome is
composed of five small nuclear ribonucleoproteins
(snRNPs) and a range of non-snRNP associated
protein factors.
The snRNPs that make up the spliceosome are named
U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6, and participate in several
RNA-RNA and RNA-protein interactions.



U1 spliceosomal RNA is a small nuclear RNA
(snRNA) component of the spliceosome (involved
in pre-mRNA splicing). Its 5' end forms
complementary base pairs with the 5' splice
junction, thus defining the 5' donor site of an
intron.



The canonical assembly of the spliceosome occurs anew on
each pre-mRNA. The pre-mRNA contains specific sequence
elements that are recognized and utilized during spliceosome
assembly. These include the 5' splice, the branch point
sequence, the polypyrimidine tract, and the 3' splice site. The
spliceosome catalyzes the removal of the intervening
sequences and the ligation of the flanking exons. Introns are
typically defined as having a GU at the 5' splice site and an AG
at the 3' splice site. The 3' splice site can be further defined by a
variable length of polypyrimidines, called the polypyrimidine
tract (PPT), which serves the dual function of recruiting factors
to the 3' splice site and possibly recruiting factors to the branch
point sequence (BPS). The BPS contains the conserved
Adenosine required for the first step of splicing.



The major spliceosome splices introns containing GU at
the 5' splice site and AG at the 3' splice site.
1. E Complex-U1 binds to the GU sequence at the 5'
splice site, along with accessory proteins/enzymes
ASF/SF2, U2AF (binds at the Py-AG site), SF1/BBP
(BBP=Branch Binding Protein);
2. A Complex-U2 binds to the branch site, and ATP is
hydrolyzed;
3. B1 Complex-U5/U4/U6 trimer binds, and the U5
binds exons at the 5' site, with U6 binding to U2;
4. B2 Complex-U1 is released, U5 shifts from exon to
intron and the U6 binds at the 5' splice site;
5. C1 Complex-U4 is released, U6/U2 catalyzes trans-
esterification, U5 binds exon at 3' splice site, and the 5'
site is cleaved, resulting in the formation of the lariat;
6. C2 Complex-U2/U5/U6 remain bound to the lariat,
and the 3' site is cleaved and exons are ligated using
ATP hydrolysis. The spliced RNA is released and the
lariat debranches.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/



The first step is a nucleophilic
attack by the 2' -OR of the
invariant A of the UACUAAC
sequence on the 5' splice site.

In the second step, the free 3'-
OR of the exon that was
released by the first reaction
now attacks the bond at the 3'
splice site.





Alternative splicing is the RNA splicing variation
mechanism in which the exons of the primary gene
transcript, the pre-mRNA, are separated and
reconnected so as to produce alternative
ribonucleotide arrangements. These linear
combinations then undergo the process of translation
where specific and unique sequences of amino acids
are specified, resulting in isoform proteins. In this
way, alternative splicing uses genetic expression to
facilitate the synthesis of a greater variety of proteins.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/


